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Achievement unlocked 3 achievement list

Achievement Unlock 3 is the latest achievement unlocking the game. It has 400 total achievements, 650 tablets, 10 rooms, 10 hamsters, 250 coins, 1,765 blocks, and a really grumpy hamster. (guinea pigs?) On the main menu before doing anything when you just refresh or something like that, it also shows all the achievements that
everyone earns in the whole game. CREATIONSEDIT DESIGN: Jmtb02 ART: Jimp LOGO: RonJohn TEST: Tasselfoot TriviaSedit When you hover over PLAY NOW, the elephant turns around and says Hot Dog! When you talk to king hamster, he makes strange noises (not big not smooth) just sounds like De de de de de When you first
play, you go in a random room and you don't have any achievements and the words Candy Free? (the arrow shown below) looks exactly like it was drawn. #202: Hamsternator - 10x- Shoot 10 hamsters #203: Hamsternator - 20x- Shoot 20 hamsternator #204: Hamsternator - 50x- Shoot 50 hamsters #205: Hamstern 100x- Shot 100
Hamsters #206: Hamster instadeath- Kill a hamster in less than 1 second #207: Pyrohamstermanic- Light a hamster on fire #208: Pyrohamstermanic - 10- Light 10 hamsters on fire #209: Pyrohamstermanic - 20- Light 20 hamsters on fire #210: Standstill Hamsterer- Shoot five hamsters without moving #211: Because they're squishy-
Bounce on a hamster #212: Dousing Hamster- Extinguishing a Fire Hamster #213: Dont Feed Animals - Feed Hamsters a Pastry #214: Dont Feed Animals - 10x- Feed 10 Pastries to Hamster #215 : Dont feed animals - 20x- Food 20 pastries to hamsters #216: Flaming rodents- Shoot a hamster into a torch #217: Ignitor: throne room-
Light all torches in the throne room#218: Ignitor: secret room- Light all torches in the secret room#219: Ignitor: stats room- Light all torches in the Room#220 : Ignitor: Room Stats- All Lights Torches in Statistical Room #220: Ignitor: Central Room- All Lights Torches in Center #221: Ignitor: Gym- Light All Torches in Gym #222: Ignitor: Lab-
Light All Torches in Exam Room #223 : Ignitor: hamster room- Light all torches in hamster room #224: Ignitor: pit of dispair- Light all torches in pit #225: Ignitor: dressing room- Light socks all the torches in the dressing room #226: Elephants never forget!- Save the game #227: Sales get: 1 round- Buy one round #228: Sales get: 10 tablets-
Buy 10 tablets #229: Sales received: 50 tablets- Buy 50 tablets #230: Sales received: 100 tablets- Buy 100 tablets # 231: Sales received: 200 tablets- Buy 200 tablets #232: Sales received: 300 tablets- Buy 300 tablets #233: Sales received: 400 tablets- Buy 400 tablets # 234: Sales received : 500 tablets- Buy 500 tablets #235: Sales
received: 5 50 tablets- Buy 550 tablets #236: Sales receipt: 600 tablets- 600 tablets #237: Tossed tarts- Keep a pastry in the air for 3 seconds #238: Tossed deadaphant- Keep an airborne deadaphant for 5 sec#239: Tossed firey deadaphant- Firey deadaphant airborne 5 sec#240: Abrahamster Lincoln - Get a rare stovepipe hat
hamster#241: Fire But No Focus- Click off the falling down farther: Falling down farther yet- Fall down 800 pixels#246: Falling down more fartherest Suck the guinea pig down into oblivion#250: 10% done- Complete 10% achievement #251: 20% completed- Complete 20% achievement #252: 30% completed- Completed 30 %
achievements #253: 40% completed- Completed 40% achievements #254: 5 0% performed - Completed 50% achievements #255: 60% completed - Completed 60% of #256 : 70% completed- Completed 70% of achievements #257: 80% completed- Completed 80% achievement#258: 90% done- Completed 90% achievement #259: 95%
done- Completed 95% achievement #260: 96% accomplished- Completed 96% achievement #261: 97% accomplished- Completed 97% of the achievements #262: 98% done- Complete 98% achievement #263: 99% done- Complete 99% achievement #264: Dress up day- Wear something nice today nay #265: You look beautiful- Be
attractive #2 266: Dedication- Play for an arbitrary amount of time #267: Limited- Don't earn an achievement for 10 seconds #268 : Youre on your way- Earn a achievement #269: Travel - 10 rooms- Visit 10 rooms #2 70: Travel - 20 rooms- Visit 2 Room #271: Horton Hears Something?- Confused Look #272: Elephantitis- Please author of
game #273: Why long faces?- Be a Elephant #274 : Royal smackdown- Dissapoint King Hamster #275: King Hamster is Great- King Hamster is really amazing #276: King Hamster is Wonderful- Remember how great he really is #277: Defacing the royal- Knock on the royal statue #278: Royal Button Pusher- Push the Royal Button #279:
Whats - On the left- Look to the left number 280: What's over there? - Right- Look right #281: Im on my way - Left- Move left #282: Im on my way - Right- Move right #283: Its good to be king- Jump on the Hamster King #28 4: An ounce for a pound- Land a pastry on the weight scale #285: On the balance of things- Jump on the Scale
Weight #286: Hamsters give Kings-Fire a hamster at King Hamster #287: Youre Unfinished Game #288: -Day Enthusiast- Day of the week ends in -day #289: Turned Back on Leader- Face away from King Hamster#290: Hop On The Tread!- Jump on the treadmill#291: Here It Goes-Run on the treadmill#291 Here It Goes Again - 10 sec-
Stay on the treadmill for 20 seconds#294: Here It Goes Again - 30 sec- Stay on the treadmill for 30 seconds#295: Off the Treadmill End-Fall off the end of the treadmill#296: Runner Trots/Treats- Fire a pastry while on the treadmill#297: Fast food- Pastry hits treadmill#297: Fast Food- Pastry hits the 298: Fast Food x 3- There are 3
pastries on the treadmill at the same time #299: Exercise to death- Die on treadmill #30 0: Deadaphant Workout- Deadaphant on treadreading #301: Disrespect the dead #3- Jumping on a deadaphant on treadreading #302: Hamsters run hot- Fire a hamster on top Hot Run- Be on fire on treadreading machine #304: Jump over hoops-
Jump on hoop #305: Pastry Hoops- Fire a pastry into hoop #306: Pastry Hoops x5- Fire 5 pastries in hoop #3 07: Pastry Hoops x10- Fire 10 pastries in hoop #308: Pastry Hoops x10- Fire 15 pastries in hoop #309: Cupcake flambe perfect- Fire a flambe pastry flambe into hoop #309 310: Dead Shot- Fire a deadaphant on hoop #311:
Hamster Hoops-Get a hamster in hoop #312: Hamster Hoops x 5- Get 5 hamsters in hoop #313: Hamster Hoops x 10- Get 10 hamsters in hoop #314: Flaming rodent Swish- Get a flaming hamster in hoop #315: Flaming Deadaphant Basket- Flaming deadphant into hoop #316 : Running Swoosh- On treadmill hoop shot with pastry#317:
Elephants can jump- Double jump on treadmill#318: Rodent trampoline- Jump on hamster on treadmill#319: Firey Treat on Tread- Land a flaming pastry on: Running Swoosh- On-board hoop shot with pastry #317: Firey Treat on Tread- Land a flaming pastry on treadmill #320: Big Pastry on Tread- Land a Cake big sweet on tread #321:
Tread-Ham-Fire-Bouce-Jump on Firey Hamster on Treadmill #322: Magic carpet ride- Ride full length treadmill #323: Mover jumper 3x - Jumping on treadmill 3 times #324: Mover jumper 5x- Jumping on treadmill 5 times #325: Mover jumper 10x- Jumping on tradmill 10 times #326 : People mover panic!- Panic on treading machine #327:
Pause from Treading- Pause on treading machine #328: It's very hot here- Take off all your clothes #329 : A wizard harry your- Dress up in full witch costume #330: Yaaaaaaaaaarrr!- Dress up in full pirate costume #330: Yaaaaaaaaarrr!- Dress up in full pirate costume #330: Yaaaaaaaaarrr!- Dress up in full pirate costume #330 331:
Flagon with a Dragon- Dress up in full jester costume #332: Full court press- Dress up in full basketball outfit #333: To nines- Dress up in full official outfit #334: Pirate Jokes- Pirate Hat and Jester Match #335: Wizards Basketball- Wizard hat and basketball suit #336 : Funny Magic- Jester Hat and Matching Wizard Suit #337: Yaaaaaaaarrr
My Afro!- Afro and Pirate Suit #338: Lets find you something nice- Opens up the dressing dialogue #339: Fashionista- Move through the options for clothes #340: You look great! - Leave the curtain changed #341: Anything goes in... - Enter portal#342: ... must come out- Exit a portal #343: Cupcake launcher- Launch a pastry through a
portal #344: Deadaphant launcher- Launch a deadaphant through a portal #345: Flaming cupcake launcher- Launch a flaming pastry through a portal #346: Hamster launcher- Launch a hamster through a portal loop #347: Get yourself into a portal loop#348: Cupcake Loop- Fire a pastry into a portal loop#349: Bronze Portal Runner- Visit
20 portals#350: Silver Portal Runner- Visit 50 portals#351: Portal Runner- Visit 100 Portals Mail has been fixed; Now you will be able to confirm your e-mail address, view pages, and the like. Please report any discord issues. From The Cutting Room Floor Jump to navigation Jump to search This page is quite original and can use some
extensions. Are you the guy bad enough to rescue this article? To do: Obviously, there's a more decent amount of un use and text. The Unlock 3 achievement still has players going like a blue elephant, passing around and collecting every achievement they can. This time, you must also eat tablets of a mysterious substance to a giant
hamster to progress through the game. While it's more malfunctioning than its next, it's still considered a nice experience. Place bad elephant text! Find me more tablets or I'll tie your trunk in a knot and put socks on your tusks. Some experimental dialogue for King Hamster. Without saying, he never threatened the players. Beat a chipp or
something about cake Text that holds the place for achievements on the achievement menu. What is happening to placeholder achievements for descriptions when receiving these achievements. Achievements.
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